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 Ch Dil Pazeer newly appointed Greater London advisor to the President AJK
Justice on Human rights violation in IOK

London , 12.06.2022, 10:39 Time

USPA NEWS - UK-based Kashmiri rights outfit and think tank Chairman Global Pak Kashmir Supreme Council (GPKSC) Raja
Sikander Khan and President GPKSC Ch Kala Khan hosted a dinner reception in honour of Ch Dil Pazeer newly appointed Greater
London advisor to the President AJK and also in honour of a prominent Journalist the Chief Editor of Daily Roshnak newspaper Ch
Khalid Mahmood Anjum who is on a short visit to UK.

The programme started with the recitation of holy Quran by the our youth senior coordinator Hashim Khan and than the Chairman
GPKSC Raja Sikander welcomed all the guests especially the chief guests of honour Ch Dil Pazeer and Ch Khalid Mahmood Anjum
he than briefed all the guests that todays event was organised to congratulate the newly appointed Greater London Adviser to
President AJK and to welcome the prominent Journalist the chief editor of Daily Roshnak news Ch Khalid a Mahmood Anjum to UK
and also taking advantage of this auspicious gathering we have decided to form a legal panel of think tanks comprising of Barrister’s
and lawyers which will be headed by the President GPKSC Ch Kala Khan whom himself is also a very senior lawyer,

the legal panel will get together and will find a way forward to bring the matter of Kashmiri Hurriyat leader Yasin Malik who was given
life imprisonment by made up of false pretence allegations by Indian kangaroo courts and many other political prisoners whom are in
detentions and prisons waiting trials
and the legal panel will find a way to get all the evidence and information and than try to lodge a case against the Indian Prime Minister
Narendra Modi in International Court of Justice on Human rights violations and wrongfully framing Yasin Malik and many other political
prisoners.

The legal panel will comprise of team of 11 legel professionals and Chairman GPKSC Raja Sikander nominated Barristar Ch
Mahmood Khan and Barristar Zeeshan Miah as the Excutive members of the legel panel.
Chairman GPKSC Raja Sikander invited underlisted speakers to say few words for the chief guests of honours and President Greater
GPKSC London Raja Sultan Zil- Ul Hussnain Ali Khan, Raja Naveed Akhter, Raja Arshad Khan, Raja Ejaz Mahmood, Lord Pasha,
Captain (R) Dr Shabbeer Qureshi, Nazar Lodhi, Professor Shakeel, Mona Baig, Nadia Jaffery, Naeem Tahir, the rising upcoming star
Shayan Ali, Rehana Ali, Sahira Qayyum, Barristar Mahmood Khan and Barrister Zeshan Mian congratulated Greater London Advisor
to President AJK Ch Dil Pazeer and welcomed Prominent Journalist Ch Khalid Mahmood Anjum to UK and praised both chief guests
work towards the humanity and services to the community also all the speakers showed their devotedness and enthusiasm in
supporting the Kashmir cause and they all said that they will continue the supporting the people of Illegally Indian Occupied Jammu &
Kashmir until they are given their fundamental birth right of self determination.

The Chief Guests of honour Ch Dil Pazeer and Ch Khalid Mahmood Anjum were invited to brief the guests about their services to the
community which they both brief everyone thoroughly and thanked Chairman GPKSC Raja Sikander Kjan and President Ch Kala khan
along with their team for honouring them.
At the end Raja Sikander K
Finally President GPKSC Ch Kala Khan briefed all the guests about the aims and the objectives of the legel panel and also
congratulated Ch Dil Pazeer on becoming the Greater London as advisor to the President AJK.

Said : Chairman GPKSC
Raja Sikander Khan
London UK 
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